Tuesday, March 15, 2022

9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Pre-conference Workshop

12:00 noon-1:30 p.m.
Lunch Break (on your own)

1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
FDA Session

3:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Break

3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Opening Plenary Session: Presidential Symposium 2022 SRNT President’s Awardee
Presenter: Pebbles Fagan, PhD, MPH

5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Opening Welcome Reception

Wednesday, March 16, 2022

7:30 a.m.-8:15 a.m.
Network "Meet Up" for Coffee

8:15 a.m.-8:30 a.m.
Break

8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
Health Equity Theme Lecture
Authentic Equity in Tobacco Disparities Research
Presenter: Linda A. Alexander, EdD

9:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
Break

10:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Paper Session: Podium 1 (POD 1)
ENGAGING IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE TO REDUCE TOBACCO-RELATED HEALTH DISPARITIES AND PROMOTE EQUITY
Audience: HE, PH, C, P

10:00 a.m.-11:13 a.m.
Symposium 1 (SYM 1)
DECOLONIZING TOBACCO: WHAT THAT MEANS IN NICOTINE AND COMMERCIAL TOBACCO RESEARCH
Audience: HE, P
Thursday, March 17, 2022

8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
***Symposium 8 (SYM 8)***
KEEPING IT REAL ABOUT SYNTHETIC NICOTINE: PRODUCTS, PATENTS, PERCEPTIONS, AND POLICIES
*Audience: P, PH, PC*

10:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
**Break**

10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
***Policy Theme Lecture***
Achieving a Smoke-free Generation in a Post-COVID World: Progress, Equity, and Innovation in England
*Presenter: Kevin Fenton, MBBS (Hons) MSc, PhD, FFPH*

11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
***Poster Session 3***

1:00 p.m.-1:45 p.m.
***Jarvik-Russell New Investigator Plenary***
2022 Jarvik-Russell New Investigator Awardee
Smoke and Mirrors: Uncovering the Public Health Impact of E-cigarettes
*Presenter: Jessica Barrington-Trimis, PhD*

1:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m.
***Pre-Clinical Theme Lecture***
Understanding the Brain Systems That Promote Nicotine Use in Vulnerable Populations
*Presenter: Laura O’Dell, PhD*

2:45 p.m.-3:15 p.m.
**Break**

3:15 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
***Paper Session: Podium 11 (POD 11)***
TACKLING AND TRANSCENDING THE BARRIERS OF SMOKING CESSATION AND PREVENTION IN PRIORITY POPULATIONS
*Audience: HE, PH, P, C*

3:15 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
***Symposium 9 (SYM 9)***
EXAMINING THE EQUITY OF RETAIL-FOCUSED TOBACCO CONTROL STRATEGIES
*Audience: HE, P*

3:15 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
***Symposium 10 (SYM 10)***
A GLOBAL HEALTH PROGRAMME TO ADDRESS SMOKELESS TOBACCO AND BUILD RESEARCH CAPACITY IN SOUTH ASIA (ASTRA)
*Audience: PH, P, HE*

3:15 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
***Symposium 11 (SYM 11)***
IS CANNABIS USE A GROWING DISRUPTOR IN TOBACCO CONTROL? NEW EVIDENCE FROM EPIDEMIOLOGY, OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH, AND TREATMENT
*Audience: C, PH*

3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
***Symposium 4 (SYM 4)***
IMPLICATIONS FOR YOUTH AND ADULTS OF BANNING MENTHOL IN CIGARETTES AND RESTRICTING FLAVORS IN NICOTINE VAPING PRODUCTS
*Audience: PH, P, C*

3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
***Symposium 5 (SYM 5)***
PROMISING NEW SMOKING CESSATION PHARMACOTHERAPIES
*Audience: C*

3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
***Paper Session: Podium 6 (POD 6)***
NOT JUST NICOTINE: PRODUCT CONSTITUENTS AND DRUG CO-USE
*Audience: PC, C, PH*

3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
***Paper Session: Podium 7 (POD 7)***
TOBACCO CONTROL POLICY EVALUATION: COMPLEXITY AND UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
*Audience: P, PH*

4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
***Poster Session 2***

6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
***Special Session: Podcast Event***
Session Chair/Speaker: Nii A. Addy, PhD

7:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Trainee Network Roundtables and Reception
Friday, March 18, 2022

8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
**Symposium 13 (SYM 13)**
EMOTION AS A PATHWAY IN TOBACCO-RELATED JUDGMENT AND DECISION MAKING: NOVEL INSIGHTS FROM INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES
Audience: PH, C, P

8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
**Symposium 14 (SYM 14)**
UNDERSTANDING FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CANNABIS AND TOBACCO CO-USE: IMPLICATIONS FOR ACHIEVING HEALTH EQUITY
Audience: HE, PH, P

8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
**Symposium 15 (SYM 15)**
PREGNANCY AND ELECTRONIC NICOTINE DELIVERY SYSTEM (ENDS) USE – FROM PRECLINICAL TO PUBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH: WHAT DO WE KNOW? WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW?
Audience: PH, C

8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
**Paper Session: Podium 13 (POD 13)**
RAPID FIRE: NOVEL TOBACCO CESSATION TREATMENTS IN ADULTS AND TEENS
Audience: C

8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
**Symposium 16 (SYM 16)**
NEUROBIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NICOTINE IN THE VENTRAL TEGMENTAL AREA (VTA)
Audience: PC

8:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
**Symposium 17 (SYM 17)**
THE CENTRE OF RESEARCH EXCELLENCE ON ACHIEVING THE TOBACCO ENDGAME
Audience: P

9:30 a.m.-9:45 a.m.
Break

10:45 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
**John Slade Award Winner and Public Health Theme Lecture**
Monitoring the Evolving Tobacco/Nicotine Marketplace: Lessons Learned and Future Priorities to Reduce Tobacco-caused Morbidity and Mortality
Presenter: Cristine Delnevo, PhD, MPH, FAAHB

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
**Symposium 18 (SYM 18)**
TOBACCO USE GENOMICS IN MULTI-ANCESTRY POPULATIONS: EMPHASIZING DIVERSITY TO REDUCE HEALTH DISPARITIES
Audience: C, HE, PC, PH

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
**Symposium 19 (SYM 19)**
IMPACT OF MENTHOL E-CIGARETTE FLAVORING ON ACCEPTABILITY AND USE IN RACIAL/ETHNIC MINORITY SMOKERS
Audience: HE, PH

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
**Symposium 20 (SYM 20)**
DUAL USE OF CIGARETTES AND ENDS IN THE PATH STUDY: TRANSITIONS IN DUAL USE PATTERNS, NICOTINE DEPENDENCE, USE TRAJECTORIES, AND CESSATION IN YOUTH AND ADULTS (2013-2019)
Audience: PH

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
**Symposium 21 (SYM 21)**
OPT-OUT TREATMENT FOR NICOTINE DEPENDENCE: FEASIBILITY, IMPLEMENTATION, AND CESSATION
Audience: C

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
**Paper Session: Podium 14 (POD 14)**
CIGARETTES AND E-CIGARETTES: TOXICITY AND DISEASE
Audience: PC, C

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
**Paper Session: Podium 15 (POD 15)**
LESSONS FROM DIVERSE POLICY IMPLEMENTATION ACROSS THE GLOBE
Audience: P, PH

12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
**Poster Session 5**